
STV Spin GP Numbers ‘Crisis’ 
 

This is one of the responses to my last newsnet.scot piece: ‘TV news must exhibit more 

credible research on major issues’ from the aptly named John Sharp, which I really feel is 

worthy of wider sharing. Please share yourself. 

 
At: http://newsnet.scot/?p=116346#li-comment-604158 
 
 
John Sharp Feb 1, 2016 at 4:22 am 

STV’s 26 January feature on GPs mentioned a statistic that 1/3 of Scotland’s GPs were aged 

50+ and many are likely to retire in 10 years. That seemed a worrying statistic – conveying a 

concern that a high proportion of GPs would be leaving soon, and maybe we needed to be 

worried about whether their numbers were being replaced. 

However, when I thought about it further, and assumed GPs average career (after a 6 year 

training period) might be from age 23 to (say) age 63, and that the age profile through that 

period might be flat (we weren’t given any information to the contrary) then the statistic 

could be considered unremarkable. Since 23-50 is 27 years, and 60-63 is 13 years, then we 

might expect about a third of GPs (13/40 ) to be over 50; and saying that many of these will 

retire within 10 years is just saying that people near retiral age will be expected to be 

retiring when they reach their planned retiral age. 

So, I tweeted to 

@ScotlandTonight You reported/spun 1/3 Scot GPs over 50y as if self-evidently bad. 

Assuming 23 to 63 typical career, this is just pro rata. 

If I’d had more words, I might have added that they gave us no information about trends, 

nor any comparative information about how Scotland’s figure compared to elsewhere in UK. 

To their credit, I did get replies from the reporter Euan Petrie, and from John Mackay. 

Ewan Petrie  @ecpetrie Jan 27 

@JohnSharp61 Said 1/3 were 50+ so ‘many are likely’ to retire in 10 years. That’s not 

presenting it as self-evidently bad, it’s true. 

My reaction to that was that while it might be true, I was still correct to assert that it was 

also presented as self-evidently bad – we didn’t have this statistic picked out and presented 

so that we could feel a warm glow that these GPs were going to have some well deserved 

pensionable leisure soon; we were being invited to be concerned that a good proportion of 

an already strained workforce were going to be disappearing soon. This was an example of a 

conclusion that immediately sounded bad, but where we have been given no evidence that 

underpinned the conclusion. 

I also received a response from John Mackay 

John MacKay  @RealMacKaySTV Jan 27 

@JohnSharp61 No spin. The point the GPs made was that they are not being replaced at the 

same rate as they retire. 

Prompted by this, I looked up some figures from ISD Scotland web site, and responded – 

http://newsnet.scot/?p=116346#li-comment-604158
http://n/a
http://newsnet.scot/?p=116346#li-comment-604425


John Sharp  @JohnSharp61 Jan 27 

@RealMacKaySTV If so, we’d expect to see GP numbers declining, but ISD Scotland stats 

show (small) annual GP headcount increases 2012-15 

Again, I looks as if the STV reporting had voiced the concerns of an interest group without 

doing basic checks on the credibility of some of the claims made. 

Getting this kind of response to my reports is a fnnnn delight! Who needs students! 

Champion of democratic discourse, Professor Jurgen Habermas, would be greetin’. 

Dr John Robertson, 1 February 2016, 17.50pm 

 

 


